
Delightfully sweet and deliciously 
versatile, Allegro Moscato is the 
perfect wine for every occasion!
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• Allegro was the first California Moscato to use Italy’s famous Muscat Canelli grapes; the original Moscato 

D’Asti grape

• Allegro was launched in 1992 and continues to be recognized as California’s premier Moscato brand

• Allegro chases the floral and honey notes by utilizing prematurely arrested fermentations

Allegro Moscato was the first California Moscato made exclusively from Muscat Canelli, the same noble 

grape used to produce Italy’s famed Moscato d’Asti. Allegro is grown in the San Joaquin Valley, where 

fertile soils combined with the prevailing warm weather create ideal conditions for promoting fully 

ripened flavors.

Our vineyard is located on the banks of the Kings River in the San Joaquin Valley, next to our winery. San 

Joaquin Valley’s rich, fertile soils, combined with the prevailing warm weather create ideal conditions for 

promoting fully ripened flavors. Our Muscat Canelli vineyards are harvested while the grapes still retain 

their natural acidity. They are then juiced and cold fermented with a select yeast strain that maximizes the 

varietal character. Fermentations are arrested at the halfway point to retain as much of the natural CO2 as 

possible. The resulting wine is sweet yet refreshing. Allegro’s acidity balances out the residual sugar, 

making the finish crisp and clean but never cloying.
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Vineyards California

Cold fermented in stainless steel for 6 weeks at 40° F

Our wine is fresh and fragrant, offering intense floral and fruit aromas reminiscent of orange blossoms, apricots 
and peaches. Deliciously versatile, Moscato Allegro is perfect for every occasion. It is refreshing on its own, but 
also makes a wonderful complement to brunch, desserts, spicy dishes and sweet and tangy sauce.
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